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Abstract. The Evolution of Increased Competitive Ability (EICA) hypothesis predicts that introduced plants should lose enemy resistance and in turn evolve increased size or fecundity. We tested the first prediction of this hypothesis by growing introduced North American and native European genotypes of St. John’s Wort (Hypericum perforatum) in common gardens in the state of Washington, USA, and in Girona, Spain. In both gardens we measured levels of hypericin and pseudohypericin (and in Washington, hypericide)—compounds known to be toxic to generalist pathogens and herbivores. In a third common garden, in Spain, we experimentally manipulated native pathogen pressure (by treating plants with fungicides) and quantified how pathogen resistance varied between North American and European genotypes.

North American St. John’s Wort had lower levels of hypericin than European conspecifics in common gardens in Washington and Spain. North American plants also produced less hypericid (in Washington) and pseudohypericin (in Spain) than did European plants. In Spain, individuals were attacked by three generalist pathogens: Colletotrichum sp. (Coelomycetes), Alternaria sp. (Hyphomycetes), and Fusarium oxysporum (Hyphomycetes). A higher percentage of individuals from North American populations were infected by pathogens and died from pathogen attack compared to European genotypes. Infection also appeared to reduce plant size and fecundity; these negative effects were similar in magnitude for North American and European genotypes. Taken together, results indicate that introduced St. John’s Wort has lost enemy resistance. However, contrary to EICA, current and previous results indicate that these changes have not been associated with an increase in plant size or fecundity.
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INTRODUCTION

Plants introduced to new regions are often liberated from their natural enemies (Wolfe 2002, Mitchell and Power 2003, DeWalt et al. 2004). Since these enemies can be quite damaging (Crawley 1997, Packer and Clay 2000, Klironomos 2002, DeWalt et al. 2004), it has long been thought that the absence of enemy attack may enable nonnatives to gain a competitive advantage over natives, allowing them to become dominant in recipient communities (Elton 1958, Mack et al. 2000, Maron and Vilà 2001, Keane and Crawley 2002). Recent tests of this theory suggest that escape from soil pathogens, in particular, may be important for exotic plant success (Mitchell and Power 2003, Reinhart et al. 2003; but see Beckstead and Parker 2003).

Blossey and Nötzold (1995) proposed that reduced enemy attack on nonnative plants ought to promote an evolutionary change in the phenotype of exotics. Because resistance traits can be energetically costly (Bergelson and Purgington 1996, Strauss et al. 2002) and selection on these traits may be relaxed in the introduced range, the Evolution of Increased Competitive Ability (EICA) hypothesis predicts that plants from nonnative populations should lose enemy resistance. In turn, the hypothesis predicts that nonnatives should re-allocate resources previously spent on defense to other functions that might be at a selective premium in the introduced range, such as increased growth or fecundity (Blossey and Nötzold 1995). These traits are thought to contribute to the overall competitive superiority of exotics over natives in the introduced range.

While this explanation for invasiveness is intriguing, definitive tests of the EICA hypothesis are still scarce. One approach to testing EICA has been to compare the preference of pests on plant genotypes from the native and introduced range. Siemann and Rogers (2003) showed that in a greenhouse, generalist grasshoppers preferred nonnative over native genotypes of Chinese Tallow Tree (Sapium sebiferum) seedlings. In a similar greenhouse experiment, Daehler and Strong (1997) found that specialist planthoppers (Prokelisia marginata) were more damaging to nonnative cordgrass (Spart...
St. John’s Wort natural history

St. John’s Wort is a perennial forb native to Europe, North Africa, and Asia that has been introduced into many regions throughout the world, including North and South America, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. As an exotic, St. John’s Wort often occurs in dense monospecific stands where it grows in disturbed sites, along roadsides, in overgrazed rangeland, or in abandoned fields.

St. John’s Wort produces the secondary compounds hypericin and pseudohypericin in its leaves and inflorescences. These naphthodianthrones (Trifunovic et al. 1998) are powerful photooxidants activated by visible light of 590 nm wavelength. When activated, hypericin causes lipid peroxidation and generates singlet oxygen that damages cells. This can be fatal to phytophagous insects and mammals (Giese 1980, Arnason et al. 1983, 1992, Knox and Dodge 1985, Fields et al. 1990, Mitich 1994) and increases resistance to pathogens (Arnason et al. 1983).

METHODS

Genetically based differences in defensive chemistry between introduced and native genotypes

In late summer 1998 and 1999 we collected mature seed capsules of *H. perforatum* from at least 10 individuals from 18 source populations across Europe, 18 source populations from western North America, and 14 source populations across central North America (see Appendix). Seed collection methods are outlined in Maron et al. (2004).

We established common gardens in an old field in Snohomish, Washington (latitude 47°52’ N) and at the Mas Badia Experimental Field Station (IRTA) near Girona, Spain (latitude 42°19’ N). See Maron et al. (2004) for climate comparisons between these sites. The Washington garden contained plants from all 50 source populations, whereas the Spain garden contained plants from 42 populations (16 European and 26 North American populations). In Spain, 10 individuals from each source population (except those populations where seeds were collected as a pooled sample) were sibs of those planted in Washington; others were collected from additional maternal plants in each population. St. John’s Wort produces upwards of 90% of its seed asexually, therefore maternal sibs planted across gardens were likely clones (Arnholdt-Schmitt 2000, Mayo and Langridge 2003). Plants were germinated from seed and grown in greenhouses at the Universities of Washington and Barcelona prior to transplantation into mowed and tilled plots in each garden in May (Washington) and June (Spain) of 2000.

In Washington, we established ten 8.5 m × 12 m blocks composed of six 1.5 m × 12 m plots separated by 2 m. Plants in three of these plots were exposed to herbivory by *Chrysolina quadrigemina* Suffr (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) as part of a separate experiment...
not discussed here. Each of the three plots within a block contained plants from a different region; within blocks, we planted one individual from each population within one region (Europe, western North America, central North America). Across blocks, plots contained a unique individual from each population. Plots consisted of two rows of nine individuals (spaced 1.5 m apart). In Spain, we randomly assigned an individual from each population within a region to one of fourteen 4 m × 4 m plots (42 plots total). Individuals within plots were separated by 1 m and plots were separated by 2.5 m.

In June 2001, we collected ~5 g of healthy leaves from the upper stems of 2±7 (mean = 4.7) individuals from each population grown in Spain. In June 2002, we similarly sampled leaf tissue from 5–7 (mean = 6.2) individuals from each population grown in Washington. In both gardens, plants had little herbivore damage at the time of leaf harvest.

**Chemical analyses**

Leaf tissue was analyzed for hypericin, pseudohypericin, and hypericide (hypericide was only assayed from tissue collected in Washington). Hypericide is a flavone that likely has mild antimicrobial properties (USDA-ARS photochemical data base, available online). Leaves were air dried and ground to a powder with a Wiley Mill fitted with a 40 size mesh. Approximately 0.2 g of powder was extracted four times with 9 mL of 60% Acetone. Each extraction was accomplished in an ultrasonic bath (5 min), followed by centrifugation (3 min at 9800 m/s²). Supernatants of the four extractions were pooled and brought to a total volume of 40 mL. Five mL of each sample was filtered through a 0.22-µL PTFE (polytetrafluoro-ethylene) membrane and injected into a HPLC equipped with a 3-µm LiChrosper 100 75 mm × 4.6 mm analytical cartridge (Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). The identity of hypericin was confirmed by comparing spectral analyses and retention time relative to a hypericin standard obtained from B. Foster, Therapeutic Products Branch, Health Canada. (The standard was >95% purity as measured by HPLC.) Extracts were analyzed for hypericin using a Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C8 column (Agilent, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada; 4.6 mm × 190 mm, 5µm) using a gradient three solvent system (A:B:C = MeOH:MeCN:25mM NaH₂PO₄ buffer, pH 3.0). The solvent program was as follows: A:B:C = 0:5:95 at 0 min, 10:20:70 at 15 min, 15:75:10 at 20 min, 15:80:5 at 22 min, 0:15:85 at 23 min, and 0:5:95 at 25 min. Hypericine was detected at a retention time of 12.3 min at 270 nm.

**Data analysis—defensive chemistry**

We used ANOVA to compare levels of secondary compounds among native and introduced St. John’s Wort, first analyzing data from each garden separately. Both continent of origin (fixed factor) and source population nested within continent of population origin (random factor) were main effects in this analysis. The continent effect tested whether North American plants differed in defensive chemistry from European genotypes. Originally, we intended to also test whether nonnative western and central North American genotypes differed in their levels of defense, since plants from these two regions have different histories of exposure to biological control (Maron et al. 2004). However, since preliminary analyses revealed no significant differences in hypericin, pseudohypericin, or hypericide between plants from these regions we combined all North American data prior to analysis.

In a second analysis, we combined data from both gardens so that we could examine levels of plasticity in secondary defensive chemistry. Here, we only used data from putative clones present in both gardens, omitting data from individuals grown in one garden but not the other. We used a two-way ANOVA to test the effect of garden location and continent of population origin (both fixed factors), population nested within continent (a random factor), continent × garden and population nested within continent × garden interactions on hypericin and pseudohypericin concentrations. In both the first and second analyses, the continent of origin effect was tested over the population nested within continent error term, since population is a random effect. A significant effect of garden means that there is phenotypic plasticity, with defensive chemistry varying between gardens. A significant continent × garden interaction indicates that native and nonnative genotypes differ in the degree of plasticity for defensive chemistry. These and all other analyses were performed using SYSTAT Version 10.0 (SYSTAT 2000).

Genetically based differences in resistance to native pathogens between introduced and native genotypes

To determine how pathogen infection and the fitness consequences of infection varied between European and North American St. John’s Wort, in 2002 we established a third common garden at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona campus field station in Bellaterra (Barcelona, Spain). This garden contained plants from 30 source populations, 15 each from Europe and western North America (we omitted central North American populations due to space limitations). We propagated plants in the University of Barcelona greenhouse and after 13 weeks we outplanted seedlings in May 2002. All seedlings were watered after planting and again one week later. We established forty 4.5 m × 3 m experimental plots, with each plot spaced 2 m apart. Each plot contained 15 plants (one individual from each population within a given region; plants spaced 0.75 m apart). Plants in half of the plots (i.e., 20) were exposed to ambient levels of pathogens; we suppressed pathogen attack on plants in the remaining 20 plots by spray-
ing the plants and the ground in a 10 cm radius around each plant with fungicide. Replicate plots within a treatment contained different individuals from the same populations. Pairs of treated and control plots contained plants collected as seed from the same mother; these plants were likely clones. We periodically hand clipped vegetation around plants to prevent surrounding grasses and forbs from overgrowing experimental plants.

Fungicide application started in April 2003 and was applied every two weeks through July 2003. The fungicides fosetyl Al (commercial name: Aliette, Aventis CropScience España S.A., Alcacer [Valencia]) and Benomyl (commercial name: Benlate, du Pont Iberica, S.A., Barcelona, Spain) were alternated so fungi would not become resistant to the treatments. In the last two applications (July 2003), due to the risk of high fungal infection after hot and rainy weather, we used contact fungicides Bitertanol + Ziram (commercial name: Baycor Z, Bayer Hispania S.A., Barcelona, Spain) instead of the systemic fungicides. For each fungicide, we followed the recommended commercial doses (2.42 g active ingredient/L water for fosetyl Al, 0.91 g active ingredient/L water for Benomyl, and 0.04 g Bitertanol + 0.73 g Ziram/L water). Control plants were treated with water to control for the water received by plants treated with fungicide. All of these fungicides have broad spectrum effects. Although Benomyl is a recommended method for reducing soil fungi in experiments with plants (Fitter and Nichols 1988, Smith et al. 2000), it kills not only pathogenic fungi but a wide range of fungal types (West et al. 1993, Newsham et al. 1994).

During the first summer young plants remained pathogen free and very few individuals produced seed capsules (35 out of 600 or 6%). Starting in January 2003, we censused plants every two weeks, noting pathogen infection. Pathogen infection was easily diagnosed; infected plants had reddish necrotic foliage and stems. This symptom could remain, spread upward through the infected stem in a few days, and extend to the whole plant in a few weeks, killing infected individuals. To determine the identity of the pathogens associated with these symptoms we harvested six infected plants and immediately cultured the pathogens from harvested tissue on potato dextrose agar (PDA). Cultured pathogens were identified with the aid of an optical microscope.

Infection was caused by three pathogen taxa: Colletotrichum sp. (Coelomycetes), Alternaria sp. Nees (Hypomycetes), and Fusarium oxysporum (Hypomycetes). These generalist soil fungal pathogens are dispersed by water (Andrés et al. 1998) and cause necrosis (or anthracnose in the case of Colletotrichum). Fusarium oxysporum colonizes the vascular system at the base of plants, limiting sap flow to infected stems (Holliday 1989).

In January and June 2003, we measured plant size. In January, plants grew as prostrate mats so we measured the diameter of these mats in perpendicular directions and from these measurements calculated mat area. In June, plants had bolted and possessed too many shoots to measure individually. We therefore estimated plant size by treating each plant as a cylinder, where \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) were the width of each plant in perpendicular directions and \( H \) was the height of the tallest stem. Cylindrical volume \( V \) was calculated as

\[
V = \frac{(W_1 + W_2)^2}{4} \times \pi \times H
\]

Volume is a good predictor of aboveground dry weight biomass \( (R^2 = 0.67, P < 0.0001, n = 70); J. L. Maron, unpublished data. \) In September, we harvested, dried (at 60°C until constant weight), and weighed all seed capsules from each plant. On a subset of plants, we counted as well as weighed seed capsules. Since capsule mass \( m \) was strongly correlated to capsule number \( (N; R^2 = 0.90, n = 46) \), we used the equation

\[
N = m \times 69.09 + 124.87
\]

to convert capsule mass to capsule number.

Data analysis–pathogen resistance

For each population in each treatment we calculated the proportion of individuals that showed clear signs of pathogen infection and the proportion of those infected individuals that died. We then used two-way ANOVA (on arcsine transformed percentages) to determine how continent of origin, fungicide treatment, and the continent \( \times \) treatment interaction influenced the percentage of plants that were infected or the percentage of infected plants that died in each population. In this statistical test, a significant continent effect indicates that across populations, infection differed based on continent of origin, as would be predicted if introduced plants from North America have lost resistance to pathogens. A significant treatment effect indicates that treating plants with fungicide affected the frequency of pathogen infection. The treatment \( \times \) continent interaction tests whether the effect of treatment varied significantly among native and nonnative populations. Differences between populations could not be tested since we were examining differences in the percentage (rather than a mean number) of plants from each population that were infected (or died).

We also used two-way ANOVAs to determine how pathogen suppression (via fungicide treatment) and continent of population origin influenced plant size and fecundity. Both infected and noninfected plants in both treatments were used in this analysis. Factors were continent and treatment (fixed factors) and population nested within continent as a random factor. The interactions tested were continent \( \times \) treatment and treatment \( \times \) population nested within continent. This analysis revealed that fungicide treatment had an unexpected negative effect on size and fecundity, clouding our ability to detect any negative impact of pathogens on plant performance. To shed light on the potential negative impacts of pathogen infection on plant performance, we compared the size (log transformed) and fecundity of infected vs. noninfected control plants from each region, using separate nested ANOVAs (with both con-
RESULTS

Variation in defensive chemistry

Plants from North American populations had lower levels of defensive phytochemicals than plants from European populations in both Spain and Washington gardens. In Washington, North American plants produced, on average, 19% less hypericid, and 20% less hypericin, than European plants (Fig. 1a, b). These differences were either marginally (hypericin) or fully (hypericid) significant (Table 1). North American and European genotypes did not differ in pseudohypericin concentrations in Washington (Table 1). In Spain, North American *H. perforatum* had lower concentrations of both hypericin (Fig. 1c) and pseudohypericin compared to European genotypes (Table 1). In addition to differences between plants from the two continents, there were significant population-level differences in hypericin and pseudohypericin in Washington and Spain (Table 1).
In addition to genetically based differences in defensive compounds, across gardens, plants exhibited plastic responses in phytochemistry to variation in environmental conditions. In a more restrictive analysis comparing chemistry of clones grown in both gardens, concentrations of hypericin and pseudohypericin were significantly different depending on garden location. Concentrations of these compounds (e.g., mg hypericin or pseudohypericin per gram dry weight of plant material) were typically higher in plants grown in Spain than in Washington (across all populations, mean hypericin in Spain vs. Washington = 261 mg/g vs. 218 mg/g; mean pseudohypericin in Spain vs. Washington = 661 mg/g vs. 421 mg/g; Table 2, post-hoc comparison, P < 0.05). As well, genotypes from North America consistently had reduced levels of hypericin in both gardens (mean across both gardens: 201 mg/g) compared to native European genotypes (mean across both gardens: 246 mg/g; Table 2). Levels of pseudohypericin did not differ between plants from native and introduced populations (Table 2). We found no significant continent of origin × garden interaction, indicating that the magnitude of plasticity for defensive chemistry was not different between native and introduced genotypes. However, the magnitude difference in secondary compounds among populations differed across gardens (as indicated by a significant population nested within continent × garden interaction; Table 2).

Variation in pathogen resistance

The first signs of pathogen infection appeared after plants had been in the field for one year. North American populations had a significantly higher proportion of plants infected with pathogens than did European populations (Fig. 2a; ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 11.1, P < 0.002). Fungicide application significantly reduced pathogen infection; an average of 24% of the control plants in each population were infected vs. 13% of fungicide-treated plants (ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 14.8, P < 0.004). There was no significant treatment × continent interaction (ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 0.0005, P = 0.98) indicating that fungicide was equally effective at reducing pathogen attack on both North American and European genotypes.

North American plants suffered higher levels of mortality due to pathogen attack than did European plants (Fig. 2b; ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 4.6, P < 0.04). Mortality was 60% higher for North American vs. European control plants. Fungicide reduced mortality across all populations from an average of 14% to only 2%, a significant difference (ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 32.2, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2b). There was no significant fungicide × continent interaction (ANOVA, F_{1.56} = 1.4, P = 0.23) indicating that fungicide reduced mortality due to infection by similar amounts for North American and European plants.

While fungicide reduced pathogen attack and pathogen-induced mortality, it also negatively affected plant size and reproduction (Fig. 3), probably by killing beneficial mycorrhizal fungi. Native European genotypes were more negatively affected by fungicide than were nonnative North American genotypes (as indicated by a significant treatment × continent interaction; ANOVA, F_{1.28} = 6.0, P < 0.03 for size and F_{1.28} = 4.3,
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TABLE 1. Extended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hypericin</th>
<th></th>
<th>Pseudohypericin</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>df</td>
<td>ss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101 919</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9 212 390</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>253</td>
<td>9 009 120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>588 188</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3 601 190</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td>354 720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P < 0.05 for fecundity). Because fungicide probably killed both beneficial and pathogenic fungi, comparing the performance of sprayed and unsprayed plants did not allow us to effectively isolate the impacts of pathogens on plant size and fecundity. We therefore performed an alternative analysis that only involved a comparison between control plants that showed signs of pathogen infection and those that did not. Infected plants had significantly reduced size (Fig. 4a; ANOVA, \( F_{1.265} = 13.1, P < 0.0004 \)) and fecundity (Fig. 4b; ANOVA, \( F_{1.268} = 8.1, P < 0.0005 \)) compared to uninfected plants. There was no overall difference between North American and European genotypes in size (\( F_{1.28} = 1.4, P = 0.24 \)) or fecundity (\( F_{1.28} = 0.34, P = 0.58 \)) nor were there significant continent \( \times \) infection interactions (\( F_{1.265} = 0.21, P = 0.64 \) and \( F_{1.268} = 1.7, P = 0.20 \) for size and fecundity, respectively). However, there were significant differences among populations in both size (\( F_{28, 265} = 2.6, P < 0.0001 \)) and fecundity (\( F_{28, 268} = 5.9, P < 0.0001 \)). The reduced size of infected compared to uninfected control plants could have been due to negative impacts of pathogens or a result of pathogens preferentially attacking small plants. To distinguish between these alternatives, we compared the size of uninfected individuals (prior to infection, in January) that later became infected with those that never became infected. Early in the season, uninfected control plants that later became infected by pathogens were actually larger than those that remained uninfected throughout the season (ANOVA, \( F_{1.266} = 8.8, P < 0.004 \)). However, there was no difference in early season size based on continent of origin (ANOVA, \( F_{1.28} = 1.5, P = 0.24 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

Our analysis of variation in defensive chemistry between European and North American St. John’s Wort grown in Washington and Spain revealed three strong patterns. First, overall levels of defensive chemistry varied significantly from one common garden to the next. This is not surprising. Previous studies have found that concentrations of hypericin and pseudohypericin can be affected by season (Southwell and Bourke 2001), population location (Walker et al. 2001), and nitrogen availability (Briskin et al. 2000). Second, levels of these compounds varied substantially among plants from different populations (Fig. 1). While levels of secondary compounds are often found to vary among individuals within populations, the basis for this variation is often unknown. If levels of defensive chemistry reflect past selection pressure imposed by herbivores and pathogens (McKey 1979, Berenbaum et al. 1986, Marquis 1992), our results suggest that there may be large differences between populations (both within Europe and North America) in the intensity of selection imposed by these pests. Furthermore, these results show that unlike some nonnatives (e.g., garlic mustard;
Cipollini 2002), introduced St. John’s Wort possesses substantial genetically based phenotypic variation in defensive chemistry. Third, and most importantly for testing the Evolution of Increased Competitive Ability (EICA) hypothesis, in addition to exhibiting substantial plasticity in secondary chemistry, introduced populations of St. John’s Wort had genetically based reductions in defensive compounds relative to plants from native populations. North American genotypes had lower levels of hypericin in Spain and marginally significant reductions in hypericin in Washington, lower levels of hypericin (in Washington), and lower levels of pseudohypericin (in Spain only) than did plants from European populations.

There is some evidence that differences in defense between genotypes may be associated with ploidy (Pank et al. 2003). The majority of St. John’s Wort individuals are pseudogamous apomicts, which are tetraploid. However, a small fraction of individuals are obligately sexual or reproduce by other means; these individuals can be diploids (Matzk et al. 2001, Pank et al. 2003). We do not know the ploidy of individuals sampled from different populations, so we cannot be certain that the differences in defensive chemistry we observed are not associated with changes in ploidy. However, we know of no evidence suggesting that there are systematic differences in ploidy between native and exotic genotypes. This is certainly an interesting line of future research.

Our comparison of patterns of pathogen infection and the impacts of several naturally occurring native pathogens on native and introduced genotypes grown in Spain provided a second test of whether introduced plants have lost enemy resistance. Here our results showed that a greater proportion of introduced genotypes suffered pathogen infection than did natives and that mortality due to pathogen attack was greater for introduced vs. native genotypes. In our first common garden in Spain, plants from western North America also had greater levels of what appeared to be pathogen-caused mortality compared to native European genotypes (Maron et al. 2004).

In addition to increasing mortality, pathogen infection appeared to reduce plant size and fecundity. Control plants that exhibited clear signs of pathogen infection were smaller and produced fewer seed capsules than did control plants that showed no signs of infection. This was not due to small plants being more prone to pathogen attack than larger plants; in fact, the opposite was the case. Of course, a more robust approach to quantifying the effects of pathogens on plant size and fecundity would be to compare the performance of control vs. fungicide-treated plants. Unfortunately, this comparison was clouded by the fact that fungicide treatment had the unwanted effects of reducing plant size and fecundity. Since the fungicides we used had broad-spectrum effects, it seems likely that the fungicide treatment killed both pathogenic fungi as well as beneficial mycorrhizae (Newsham et al. 1994, Bayman et al. 2002). St. John’s Wort is mycorrhizal (Klironomos 2002, 2003) and Benomyl can reduce populations of mycorrhizae (Callaway et al. 2001). Interestingly, European genotypes of St. John’s Wort appeared more negatively affected by fungicide than were...
North American genotypes, implying that perhaps the nonnative genotypes are less reliant on beneficial mycorrhizae than are native genotypes.

While in a general sense our results confirm one central prediction of the EICA hypothesis, the specific pattern of divergence in resistance between nonnative and native genotypes of St. John’s Wort differs from what is predicted by EICA. EICA posits that introduced plants should lose resistance to specialist herbivores and pathogens, whereas the pathogens that attacked plants in Spain are generalists, and the defensive compounds we assayed for are also most effective at deterring generalist, as opposed to specialist, enemies (Sirvent et al. 2003). Furthermore, in ongoing work, we have found no difference between North American and European plants in resistance to a specialist insect herbivore, the biocontrol beetle Chrysolina quadrigeminata (J. L. Maron and M. Vila, unpublished data). It may be that selection by generalists in the native range has led to high levels of toxic qualitative defenses (Feeny 1976) among native St. John’s Wort genotypes. In the introduced range, these defenses may no longer be at a selective premium. This underscores the fact that resistance (and its associated costs) against specialist vs. generalist enemies may differ, as will selection imposed by these different groups of enemies in both the native and introduced range. As such, it is unlikely that the simple situation envisioned by the EICA hypothesis, where only selection imposed by specialists differs between the native and introduced range, will universally apply. Future tests of EICA should consider how native and introduced genotypes differ in resistance to specialists as well as generalist enemies.

Work reported here is only a partial test of EICA; the hypothesis also posits that North American genotypes should be larger or more fecund than European conspecifics. In a previous test of this prediction involving common gardens in the United States (Washington and California), Spain, and Sweden, we found no difference in size and fecundity between North American and European H. perforatum (Maron et al. 2004). Similarly, in greenhouse experiments, we found no differences between North American and European plants in belowground biomass (S. C. Elmendorf, J. L. Maron, and M. Vilà, unpublished manuscript) or interspecific competitive ability (Vilà et al. 2003). In the present work, we again found no evidence that control plants from North America had greater aboveground size or fecundity compared to control plants from Europe (Fig. 4), although this comparison must be interpreted cautiously since large North American plants had a higher probability of subsequent pathogen attack than did smaller plants. In aggregate, however, results from this study and those reported elsewhere illustrate that reductions in natural enemy resistance do not necessarily lead to increases in plant size, fecundity, or competitive ability.

What mechanisms could cause the observed divergence in enemy defense between North American and European genotypes? We have previously shown, based on AFLP molecular markers, that there have been multiple introductions of St. John’s Wort into North America, from many source localities throughout Europe (Maron et al. 2004). Thus, differences in phenotypes between North American and European plants are unlikely to be the result of a massive founder effect. Moreover, it is also unlikely that maternal effects play a substantial role in driving our results, since there are no significant differences in seed size between North American and European genotypes (J. L. Maron, unpublished data) and since we measured traits on older plants (>1 year old) that are often less influenced by maternal effects than young plants (Roach and Wulff 1987, Miao et al. 1991).

Given the lack of evidence for founder and maternal effects, it appears that introduced St. John’s Wort may have undergone rapid genetically based changes in defensive traits in response to a novel biotic environment in the introduced range. Our results are not consistent with the Enemy Release Hypothesis, which posits that differences between native and exotic conspecifics in defensive chemistry are due solely to exotic plants plastically reducing their investment in defense in response to an enemy-free environment in their introduced range. To the extent that changes in defensive chemistry and pathogen resistance among North American populations are the product of evolution, it supports a growing body of work showing that organisms introduced into novel environments can evolve quickly (Reznick et al. 1997, Huey et al. 2000, Bone and Farres 2001, Lee 2002). These results complement our previous work showing that North American St. John’s Wort may have also rapidly evolved adaptations to novel abiotic conditions across the introduced range (Maron et al. 2004). Taken as a whole, our research on St. John’s Wort indicates that evolutionary processes should be increasingly incorporated into thinking about the ecology of invasions.
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APPENDIX

Location of Hypericum perforatum seed source populations sampled in North America and Europe is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E085-111-A1.